HOROSCOPE AND FORECASTS FOR THE 12 SIGNS

FOR SPRING AND SUMMER 2020

Abstract: these generalized predictions on the 12 zodiac signs consider the steps of Jupiter and Saturn which offer a range of information covering several months. They are therefore not specific forecasts and therefore not based on the chart of each individual and you will certainly take what is written here with due caution because astrology is not a science but it is a beautiful, interesting and very funny art.

So that you can obtain additional and more detailed information you should read over the general forecast of your sun sign also those of your ascendant. If you do not know your ascendant sign of the zodiac then go online on this page and calculates it.

For each sign you will find the predictions about love and affections, work and money and luck. The months of prediction ranging from April 2020 to September 2020. Happy reading!
Aries love spring summer 2020: if you want to fall in love you must act by August 4th. In fact, with Venus in sextile until that day you will have many opportunities to meet many people and to make new friends. Lovers perhaps slightly superficial but still adventures that can be unforgettable for some of you and give so much passion with Mars in sextile. So the solitary hearts must absolutely try courtship by this date because the opportunities for meeting are good and the possibility of starting a new and exciting love story is very high. After August 4 and until September 6, the quadrature of Venus complicates the situation and we must wait for the rest of September to find serenity and complicity in love. All these dates are obviously ideal for those who already live a love story and have a strong desire to carry out choices and projects with the person of the heart. Beautiful spring that gives enthusiasm, desire to love and try new emotions with the person by your side but beware of betrayals with that sextile Mars that could make you unfaithful in some cases.

Aries career money spring summer 2020: throughout the month of April the grit in the workplace is not missing but you can see some very important blocks caused by the quadrature of Jupiter that begins to hinder many occasions, many initiatives and generates a malaise with some colleagues. If you want to get successes in work try to exploit especially the month of April with a very aggressive and effective Mars and with Saturn that supports the sacrifices, the projects that you have been carrying out for several months but which are also very tiring. Obviously with Venere favorable until 4 August you could obtain various successes and gratifications if you work in an artistic sector or connected with the sale of beauty products but not exaggerated with the expenses because the earnings will not be exceptional. July, August and September are three excellent months to find an exceptional energy that allows you to take action, to move, trying to get a lot from work and if you are an independent worker you could get many useful opportunities to make money. Beware of any financial investments throughout the summer that could create economic difficulties in the future.

Aries luck spring summer 2020: therefore the first thing to be very careful in these
spring and summer months are financial and economic investments. If you want to buy a house or sell the one you live in, be very careful about the rip-offs, the tricks, the documents you sign because that Jupiter in quadrature for all these months is very critical and can seriously damage your life even under the point of view legal and bureaucratic. Maybe you start arguing with someone and decide to have a lawyer assist you or you have the need to stipulate contracts that can hide tricks, scams precisely. Luck comes only from Venus and in particular until the 4th of August with positive but mild events that do not change your life in a definitive way. Regarding physical health we can say that all the spring months and part of the winter ones will see you full of great physical energy, excellent creative skills and with an exceptional erotic charge to be exploited absolutely. Uranus in the second astrological sector upsets the money sector and you could lose money because of some unclear situations. Attention and well-opened eyes.

Love

Work and money

Luck
Taurus love spring summer 2020: unfortunately these spring and summer months for you can be divided in two for you and for love. In fact, Venus is in an excellent astrological position from August 5th until the first months of September and loving will become a very beautiful, simple and passionate thing. Obviously in the spring you have to be very careful to Mars in quadrature that makes you a little passionate and nervous enough even to the partner who maybe has no fault. Try to be more serene, finding a better balance in your love story that could continue with important choices to make, just remembering Jupiter in trine. The decision to marry or to go to live together, even to have a child or to buy a new home. All this is possible if you have a person to love close to you and for the solitary hearts the chance of life could come around the first months of summer and with Venus in sextile to the Sun. Even if the passion is falling in the spring months you look further and think that love is more important than demonstrating your sexual, erotic, charm and attraction power.

Taurus career money spring summer 2020: what about work. Jupiter in trine and from mid May also the support of Mercury and Venus allow you to proceed with extreme tranquility in your profession with possible contracts, agreements and new collaborations that could lead to very substantial gains. If in recent months you have been able to make very drastic choices, perhaps changing your life in a sudden way, now you can start to lay the foundations for a very long lasting success in the near future. Excellent early summer months to bring forward new ideas, projects together with other people and to rebuild that trust in work that you may have lost in the past. Mentally and physically you can withstand a truly incredible workload and nobody will be able to hinder the success you deserve to achieve after so much effort and sacrifice. Beware, however, not to exaggerate with Saturn in quadrature that puts the sticks in the wheels to those projects that are not the result of so much attention to detail. So if you have an idea, then act very minutely, paying attention to the smallest details that can destroy everything or bring fame and money.

Taurus luck spring summer 2020: undoubtedly Jupiter brings an inner serenity that
with the passing of the days of spring will increase but Saturn in quadrature is a big obstacle to overcome on a physical level. So in these months, even hot enough, you have to pay attention to the physical efforts, the distractions that can cause some muscular problem, at the level of the bones and even the teeth could betray a phase of aging that will be very well on the outside. In short, Saturn makes you older while Jupiter gives optimism, self-confidence and in their qualities and great happiness for what you do. If you have a legal problem, the solution comes by the end of the summer but it is not very satisfying, while if you have to invest money in a new business project, be very careful about false promises and an elderly person who is not what you think. If you love sports, avoid dangerous sports because the body does not hold, especially if you are over 50 years old. Tension, stress accumulated in work and nervousness at least until May 13 with quadrature Mars. Calm and relaxation. Take a little trip in this period to find a greater inner balance.

Love ★★★

Work and money ★★★

Luck ★★★
Gemini love spring summer 2020: beautiful Venus up to the day of August 4 in your sky and then love, feelings, passion are in your life for a long time and always stronger than before. If you are single people, men and women without a person to love by your side, then you absolutely have to react trying to meet new people and making new friends with those who see you as a point of reference. In this spring but also for most of the summer, you will be very active at the passional level with a great ability to attract others, be very charming and magnetic and even if you decide to have only sexual, erotic adventures, do not worry because everything will be very beneficial for you. Venus is also very favorable in the month of September with a sextile really effective and full of energy, as well as of great sensuality. We believe that if you have decided not to love anybody anymore, destiny will make you change your mind and a truly amazingly wonderful meeting can happen by the end of summer 2020. Projects to do with the person you love, travel and with Saturn in trine to the your Sun, consolidation of many years of engagement with a beautiful marriage or the beginning of a cohabitation.

Gemini career money spring summer 2020: we can affirm that the astrological position of Jupiter for you gives almost nothing at the working level but being a non-negative position, those who are continuing along a well-defined path already from the past months or even years, should have no problem and will be able to implement other professional ideas. Those who have an independent spirit and therefore have an independent job, can really be lucky even during the first half of the summer because we do not forget that the planet Venus, very positive until August 4 but also for most of the month of September, it is the planet not only of love but also of economic fortune, of positive events that can come and be profitable for work. If you are looking for a new professional occupation here, before August and September you can get many meetings, talks and be esteemed and appreciated for your qualities. Saturn in trigon with your Sun strengthens, it realizes all the professional goals you have achieved and allows you to be effective in those projects that require a lot of effort and great effort.
**Gemini luck spring summer 2020:** physically you can sustain many struggles and many professional battles during this spring and summer without feeling too much physical fatigue. Above all until May 13th you will have the support of Mars that in conjunction with Saturn in trine with your Sun, gives a lot of physical energy, a lot of mental activity and all these projects that you want to carry out will be easily realized. You are becoming incredibly wiser, more concrete, much older physically but also mature and with a level of tolerance that increases and is very useful to deal with some obstacles that inevitably even during these months come. Few of you could have some judicial cause to deal with or a legal or bureaucratic problem but, despite the lack of support from Jupiter, you can find valid solutions. We have already said that on a physical level you are very strong and if you want to do even strenuous sports, you should not have any problems. Before September try to take a trip with the people you love in a very relaxing place, maybe less hot and in which to find the inner balance necessary to return to fight in everyday life.

**Love** ★★★★★

**Work and money** ★★★★★

**Luck** ★★★★★
Cancer love spring summer 2020: the best time for you to return to love, to hope for feelings, is the one that starts from August 5th and arrives until September 6th 2020. In fact, in this period Venus transits in your sky and offers the possibility to meet new people, to know new people during parties, evenings with friends and if you intend to return to love then go out and attend new places especially at this time of year. Before the 5th of August you have to solve some problems within the family and the sentimental relationship that you are already experiencing but if by chance, this situation does not improve, then a separation seems to be inevitable and you will absolutely have to look at other prey. If you end your romance before August 5th, you will have many opportunities to fall in love again. So the solitary hearts can live an exceptional summer and a spring in which you have to try to solve those problems of communication within the couple only if your choice is to stay with the person you love. As for the new meetings the erotic passion comes on from May 14 to June 28 and thanks to a fantastic Mars that gives charm and power of seduction.

Cancer career money spring summer 2020: having Jupiter in opposition for all these months is certainly not a good thing. Unfortunately, with this planet contrary to the Sun, the disadvantages at the professional level can be many and the advice we give is above all to avoid investing a lot of money in unclear situations and in which some people who know very little, promise too much. Open your eyes and do not believe those who say they multiply your money with absurd investments and can ruin an economic stability created over many years of hard work. Finally the first spring and the first summer without the opposition of Saturn and then proceed with less anxiety, less stress but with the certainty that carrying out some projects for now will be impossible. Jupiter in opposition also deceives those who are looking for a new job and who can rely only on the favorable transits of Mercury and Venus to earn some more money and to find, in fact, not exceptional but still satisfactory work to move forward. Even for you legal problems can come and be particularly difficult to solve in a short time. An accountant or a lawyer is very useful in this period to avoid rip-offs.
Cancer luck spring summer 2020: Saturn has destroyed you in the last two years but now its position is no longer unfavorable. But when such a heavy planet goes away you can not be so calm because Jupiter's opposition to your Sun arrives. This planet, typically the planet of luck and abundance, when it is in opposition or in quadrature can do more damage than Saturn. Be very careful about the lawsuits, any bureaucratic problems, not renovated home and not buy or sell a house because the hassles, including economic, can be many. If you have a health problem, do not delay medical treatment, go to the doctor and do not underestimate a decrease or increase in weight. Stay away from smoke, alcohol, and excessively fat and blood-circulating foods. In short, a period in which the care of the body must be at the center of your attention and the mind must also be put under control to avoid making too hasty decisions. From May 14th to June 28th 2020 you have a lot of energy, a lot of life force and creativity that have to be exploited with care. Stress and tension for almost the whole spring and part of the summer.

Love

Work and money

Luck
**Leo love spring summer 2020:** Venus until 4 August is sextile and promises to give so much serenity in the love industry with many possibilities to meet and meet new people or to consolidate the sentimental relationship that you already have and that continues, perhaps, for many years. With this Venus but especially with that of September that will fly over your native Sun, you can easily fall in love and rediscover the sweetness of feelings towards a person. Certainly there is a problem and it is Mars in opposition in the spring but that since mid-May goes away and no longer creates a state of malaise and emotional tension. The drop in the passion under the sheets may be evident but meanwhile the feelings are the true engine of humanity and you will know how to love in every moment of these spring and summer months. If you are lonely hearts you can meet many people and also have simple erotic adventures but without a lasting relationship over time. Easy to fall in love with you in this hot summer because Jupiter still makes you very charming, very appreciated and the optimism that comes out of your face attracts a lot of people. Beautiful love towards the end of September. Best wishes.

**Leo career money spring summer 2020:** regarding the work we can say that this period is not particularly interesting for you with Saturn in opposition and any project that you started is very difficult to carry forward. So much effort, so much physical and mental fatigue and very little satisfaction because the position of Jupiter in the sky is not very influential for you for all these months. So you have to try to be careful and proceed with decision but also very slowly because any investment finance is very risky and even lend money to someone. Unfortunately, that Saturn is really terrible and if you have to start a new job you will not be very lucky with new colleagues. Almost all of spring is very heavy to digest but in summer things get better and you can take advantage of some work opportunities to make money. Around September, when companies reopen after the holidays, you can hold good talks if you are looking for a new job or if you need to ask a boss for a different job position. Problems during some professional travel that does not offer what you want.
**Leo luck spring summer 2020**: needless to say that this time of year for you is really very complicated to manage and does not allow you to be so efficient both physically and mentally. Unfortunately, the opposition of Saturn is very large and generates a series of errors, distractions, even health problems. For example, in spring, the risk of hurting a joint, a leg, an arm, the risk of falling, of having a car accident or driving a car, is really very big. Unfortunately you have to be careful about your physical form and do not overdo it with too stressful sport. Under these astrological influences you do not travel too long and tiring and not exaggerated with food and alcohol. During the summer you could lose weight very much or increase your weight and so if you are not very well go to the doctor. Beautiful period regarding the beginning of a hobby in which to use your creativity and your imagination. Quadrature Uranus asks you to make very important and drastic choices that perhaps are not interesting and positive for you but these months are necessary to understand what to do with your future.

**Love**

**Work and money**

**Luck**
Virgo love spring summer 2020: dear friends, until August 4th no news in love but from August 5th some things change in the sky and finally you can become much more lucky in love. The planet Venus from August 5th, in fact, forms an astrological aspect of sextile and here that love blossoms, new feelings come closer to the horizon and your heart is ignited with emotions and passion. Analyzing your love life you can say that you met beautiful people in this central part of summer and before the end of it. So the solitary hearts can really fall in love, they can make new friends and solve a problem within the family with the possibility of making important choices such as getting married, going to live together or having a child. In fact, Jupiter in trine in the sky for all these months guarantees the consolidation of everything you are living in love. If you already have someone to love with you then you can easily be very much appreciated physically and sexually, but only around the month of September as Mars extinguishes the eros between May and June being in opposition to your Sun. Go out and try to attend many different places among them.

Virgo career money spring summer 2020: having Saturn in an astrological position for you unpleasant means having bad luck at a working level but above all economic. Under his influence you will first have to work hard and fatigue will be so much but also the expenses will be very many and you absolutely have to save money. Remove unnecessary costs from you and do not think you can solve any financial problem immediately because, despite the support of Jupiter in trine, it is not easy to increase the profits. Meanwhile, those looking for a good job can do interviews in the spring and get good answers, while if you already have a job then everything is going pretty well. With Jupiter in trine in the sky you can certainly make financial investments, invest some of your money to carry on a project but remember that Saturn demands rigor, sacrifice and a lot of effort before you can get advantages. As for Uranus that is in trine with your Sun, you finally have the right opportunities to make very drastic choices, quick but positive for the professional future. You must not be afraid but simply courage to face destiny.
**Virgo luck spring summer 2020**: when we speak of physical and mental form we must always refer to Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Mars during the months of May and June will be in opposition and therefore it will not be very simple to have a great energy and indeed the risk is to have some accident driving the car if you are very distracted. So much physical fatigue unfortunately also due to Saturn and between May and June you will not want to do anything. Unfortunately you are getting older, you are also becoming wiser and mature but your body ages prematurely under these astrological influences. Jupiter that is in good aspect of trine with your Sun, does not offer much luck as it is influenced by Saturn and also by Mars around the central months of this summer. If you have to travel for business or just for fun, then travel not very long which could be too stressful. Only on some occasions can you be kissed by luck and be able to carry out a small project. If you decide to buy a house or want to sell the one you live in, the opportunities come but the money will be poor, the price much lower for the house for sale and much higher for the house that you eventually want to buy.

**Love** ★★★★☆

**Work and money** ★★★★★

**Luck** ★★★★★
Libra love spring summer 2020: beautiful spring and early summer for love. If you are going to be alone and not to love anyone it will be almost impossible to do such a thing with a beautiful Venus until August 4th. Summer is very promising to meet new people, to open the hearts of men and women who need to know you better. Do not stand still waiting for the person of your life to arrive but act, try to attend new places because the opportunities should be taken on the fly but we must also make them arrive. If you are a couple, if you already have someone to love by your side until August 4, everything is going very well and you can do great projects together. Saturn consolidates your love affair and your relationship becomes more stable, more mature, less superficial and under this sky you can build the next years with a certain degree of security. Fantastic even almost the entire month of September to meet people, make new friends and fall in love. Less important is spring in love, but summer guarantees many interesting occasions for meetings and happiness will enter your hearts. Mars in trine gives a formidable passion and a truly incredible power of attraction.

Libra career money spring summer 2020: also with regard to work, the contribution of Mars and Saturn is very important. Everything you have started in the past few months and all the decisions taken at a professional level can bring excellent results also during the spring, but above all the summer could be very concrete and productive to obtain successes, new agreements and contracts. Saturn confirms months when you will work a lot and it will not be easy to recover energy but Mars in trine until 13 May guarantees a very powerful vital energy with which to sustain very hard working moments. If you are thinking of leaving with new professional ideas, if you are trying to get help and support to create a new project then act by May 13 but also during the summer and until August 4 you can receive an important help and be particularly requested from other people for your expertise. If you are very young and need to change your place of work, then you can hold talks in other companies by May to receive interesting opportunities during the month of September. Everything that arrives now can last for many years and be particularly favorable even economically.
Libra luck spring summer 2020: excellent opportunity to regain a serenity that perhaps was missing for a long time in your life. Many planets are favorable during the last spring days and also during the first phase of the summer and therefore with Mars in an excellent position in the sky it will be very easy to exploit the physical and mental energies to achieve a good inner balance. Even if Jupiter is behind you for all these months and therefore in the twelfth astrological house, your contribution will be fundamental because it will allow you to solve every problem, to overcome any obstacle with decision and with great desire to progress. If you have to travel maybe the tiredness will be a lot but every type of travel brings with it both professional and personal and also sentimental. You can meet many people in this period and you can also become wiser, more mature, evolve inwardly and even become slightly older but maybe even more fascinating. Do sports, long walks, try to swim and run in the mountains. The planets that move quickly in the sky bring so much luck and that Jupiter could bring a solution to a bureaucratic or legal problem that comes from the past year.

Love 🌟🌟🌟

Work and money 🌟🌟🌟

Luck 🌟🌟🌟
Scorpio love spring summer 2020: after August 4th and until September 6th you have a great month to improve your romantic situation. If spring starts badly with Mars in quadrature that makes you very nervous and excited even in family and in love, the middle and final phase of the summer is much better and promises to be particularly lucky in the new meetings and in the various personal relationships. If you are lonely hearts take advantage of the period from August 5 to September 6 to woo a person known for a short time or just that person you like for many months. To succeed in love with the support and support of Jupiter is a very good and just thing to be exploited above all. The solitary hearts have a good charm while those who already live a love story must only pay attention to the nervousness that could create problems, complications, misunderstandings. Try to always find a meeting point, clarifying the situations in which you and the partner are not well. Under the sheets the eros is not at good levels but in the meantime the most important thing, with Venus in trigon for most of the month of August, is to love, develop feelings that can then lead to a beautiful love story that can also last for many years.

Scorpio career money spring summer 2020: the sextile of Jupiter on your Sun is crucial for the whole summer but also for spring and for all those work projects that started last winter with the new transit of Jupiter. Certainly the problem is that in addition to having this fantastic sextile of Jupiter, you have to endure a terrible square of Saturn that complicates everything and makes each route much more difficult to undertake. If you are thinking of leaving with a new project of work then the supports and aid will not be missing but we are almost sure that someone will put the sticks in the wheels and will not allow to continue with serenity. Working with you is not easy throughout the spring, but the results that come in late September, even on an economic level, are really important and the great effort will be forgotten. Money is important for everyone but for you it is essential at a stage of your life in which to invest money to continue with projects is really an indispensable thing. So do not waste money unnecessarily but try to be very careful, saving money for those family and
personal situations that almost certainly will come. Those looking for a job must take advantage of the months of May and June to hold talks.

**Scorpio luck spring summer 2020:** if luck is identified by Jupiter then you should live a particularly positive spring and summer period but when we talk about astrology we must always think about the other planets that could negatively influence the transit of Jupiter. The planet of small fortune, Venus, is in quadrature until August 4 and already this is not good news, not allowing you to get those little benefits from fate. Then Saturn, the planet considered the most evil of all, is in quadrature for the whole period, for many months and then the fortune of Jupiter is dampened a lot. So favorable events can come but will be the result of so much effort and effort on your part with the need to accomplish many things in which the support of some people may be lacking. If you have to travel for business or just for fun, do not travel too long and tiring because the body could have some discomfort. Especially if you are old enough, you should avoid long trips by car and rather try to find the time to take a vacation or to rest in your home in peace. Little luck in selling or buying a home.

**Love ✭✭✭

**Work and money ✭✭✭

**Luck ✭✭✭✭
**Sagittarius love spring summer 2020:** unfortunately this period, in love, for you is not very favorable. Having Venus in opposition until the 4th of August and in a fairly neutral position until the first days of September, does not allow us to be happy in love. Loneliness, a sense of abandonment for those who have no one to love and the need to find someone to share the days that unfortunately does not arrive. If you think of wooing someone during these months then the waste can be many and do very badly. Rather wait for September with a very powerful trigono Venus that increases charm, sensuality and makes you very attractive. This is an excellent time to move and meet new people, make new friends and start relationships of love that under the influence of Saturn in sextile, could go on for at least two or three years. As for those who are already in love with someone, the relationship of love proceeds quite well at a passionalevel with Mars in Aquarius until mid-May, down in June but then in clear recovery for September. The true feelings must be cultivated every day and the obstacles that you will undoubtedly find with the partner must be analyzed and overcome with serenity and with the support of all those who love you. Thoughts of betrayal are possible but conjugal infidelity must be avoided.

**Sagittarius career money spring summer 2020:** you have had Jupiter in your first astrological house and then in transit on the Sun, during the last year and so now its new transit arrives in your second astrological house, the one that is usually identified as the house of earnings. So the spring and summer months, if you have started new professional paths in winter, can already bring great profits and be particularly lucky to buy a house, for example. Not only earnings but also real estate investments, financial that in the coming months could improve your bank account. If you are thinking of selling your home to find and buy a much larger one, then September is an excellent time to do transactions of this kind but do not forget that if you have to carry out other professional projects, money is essential. If you are looking for a new job this Saturn asks to call very influential people who have many years of career behind them. If economic fortune is on the rise you can decide to buy new tools for work that simplify
various activities, allowing you to save time and as we all know, time is money and should not be wasted.

**Sagittarius luck spring summer 2020**: Mars sextile until the middle of May is very important to regain energy and to use these forces in all the activities and projects that you want to carry out. Even the passion under the sheets is very important in this hot summer and it will not be easy to stay still without doing anything. The slogan of these months, even the spring ones, is to act, to be very independent, free from constraints and to carry forward every idea with courage, the courage that Mars gives to all of you at the beginning of spring. As for the real fortune, considering that Jupiter transits in your second astrological house, it is the economic sector that is particularly positive and novelty, gains can come suddenly. Exceptional moment for body care and the months of April and May, especially if you are women, can be exploited to become more beautiful and attractive. Having Jupiter and Saturn very favorable in the astrological sky means having two fundamental supports, two sticks with which to walk with certainty along the path of life. If you want to travel then you can also make long journeys and during one of these trips you could meet many really attractive and useful people for your work.

**Love**: ★★★★☆

**Work and money**: ★★★★☆

**Luck**: ★★★★☆
Capricorn love spring summer 2020: for you love is a cross to carry on your shoulders for many months with a very little influential Venus and that between the month of August and the first days of September, will be in opposition. Already spring begins with a little influential and monotonous Venus and if you have a partner with whom the problems exist for a few months, here during the summer everything could jump, burst. Arguing becomes a very probable thing and it is not easy to be calm. You will think you are right but the reason will also be on the side of the person you love. Unfortunately, under this sky and with Jupiter in transit on your Sun, in addition to the trine of Uranus, it is very easy to close a sentimental story to return to appreciate loneliness, waiting to find that inner harmony to return to love. If you are lonely hearts needless to say that only the month of April and that of September could bring some good meeting, a new friendship that could turn into love in the following autumn and winter months. Jupiter can help you find the right person to love but you must first resolve some inner conflicts that block the manifestations of hidden emotions in the depths of your heart.

Capricorn career money spring summer 2020: if you are looking for a new job then all these months are fundamental with the great support of Jupiter that transits in your sky. So start sending your curriculum to many companies, study and prepare your skills much better than before to be contacted for any talks even before the start of the holidays. Jupiter brings positiveness and allows you to be very active even in the work you have been doing for several months. Starting new paths now, under the important urge of Uranus that asks you to upset your life, means having great chances of success in the coming months with money that could slowly increase. Try to be very careful about the details of the projects, at work and the new possibilities that come and do not underestimate this very advantageous period, especially if you are very young and want to reach new goals and new professional achievements. Going to new cities, trying to start an innovative activity in a new place away from your city of origin, it could be your luck in the coming years. Beware of financial investments too burdensome for
your pockets, especially in the month of August.

**Capricorn luck spring summer 2020:** having Jupiter on your head does not mean having a weight but a great friend with an infinitely good and generous heart. If you are thinking of taking care of your body before the summer to be in good shape on the beach, then take action by April but do not underestimate the need to be very attentive to the mind, the care of the spirit, your soul. This Jupiter can be an excellent support for all of you but in some cases because of the optimism that this planet brings with it, you could get a lot of fat and have some problems in the blood circulation. Be careful with food and alcohol as well as smoking. Great advantages from buying a new home or from selling an apartment in which you may still live. Great opportunities to start a new inner journey that guarantees physical recovery, great availability and generosity towards those people who love you and that you love. Bureaucratic and legal problems can be solved very easily thanks to the work of very good lawyers and accountants. Many of you can win a lawsuit or solve an economic problem that has been dragging for many months now.

**Love**

**Work and money**

**Luck**
Aquarius love spring summer 2020: dear friends, if you want to fall in love again during this period and this spring, but especially during the summer, then you absolutely must use the period until August 4, with Venus in trine that offers valuable opportunities to show how fascinating and even more mature as the Saturn planet in transit on your Sun indicates that you are particularly wise in this period. So the love you are looking for must be a shallow and very mature love, a person with whom you can plan your life in a concrete way. Lonely hearts, for almost the whole summer, will be able to act and meet new people and the heart will be able to beat madly on many occasions. Sentimental couples born before 4 August could last for many years. September is a rather difficult month for love with Venus in opposition but Eros will be excellent thanks to Mars in sextile. It must be said that this Mars transits in your sky for most of the spring and therefore you have lots of vital energies to be exploited in love to be very charming and sensual. Do not give up your desire for freedom but be also very attentive to the needs of the partner with whom you will be able to make excellent projects in recent months.

Aquarius career money spring summer 2020: in this moment of your life you have to react and try to make significant changes in the professional sphere as the planet Uranus pushes to renew, overturn your life in this sector. So with Venus very good for almost all spring and early summer and with Saturn consolidating everything you do, you can be particularly lucky in new projects and in all those new opportunities that come. Certainly Jupiter is not in a very favorable position but guarantees the necessary support to overcome every obstacle and difficulty, passing right into your twelfth astrological house. Young people who are looking for a new job must get busy and do interviews before the beginning of summer to receive opportunities, call with the resumption of work after the holidays. The month of September could be very complicated with that quadrature Venus that does not provide favorable events and dampens the successes you've had before. However, during almost all these months of the year you can make significant progress in life and if you accept the changes of
Uranus, then the changes you will experience will be absolutely beneficial even in financial investments.

**Aquarius luck spring summer 2020**: you must not think that luck is a prerogative only of the planet Jupiter but also of Venus, which many of you know as the planet of love. Positive Venus for many months and throughout April and May, it can in fact bring many favorable and fortunate events in any sector of your life but especially at the economic level. Without forgetting that spring begins with great energy coming from Mars in transit in your sky and that allows you to be really efficient under the physical profile. So much vital force to start a new hobby or to carry out new projects. Jupiter behind you, meanwhile, allows you to recover after an illness or offers the opportunity to find a valid cure for a physical problem. When Jupiter passes in the twelfth astrological house, the house of trials and obstacles, guarantees the overcoming of every problem. Meanwhile, the super energies that you have both mentally and physically must be exploited to work hard but occasionally cut out a space to rest, to take long walks along the seashore or in the mountains. Undoubtedly this period is a period of great rebirth for you but where you will grow old.

**Love** 🌟🌟🌟🌟

**Work and money** 🌟🌟🌟🌟

**Luck** 🌟🌟🌟
Pisces love spring summer 2020: to have Venus in quadrature until August 4 is certainly not good news for love. Unfortunately, if your romantic relationship goes through a complicated period then it is very easy to have some problem of dialogue and understanding with the partner but you have to try to find a good solution, a good compromise if for you the person you have at your side is really very helpful. If until 4 August the difficulties are many even for those who are looking for a new love, with a few very frequent disappointments and disappointments, between August 5 and the first days of September a fantastic Venus in trine changes everything and upsets your love life. The solitary hearts could find the right person to love while those who already live a sentimental story that was in crisis, can find valid solutions, otherwise the closure will be inevitable and start again with a new love story will always be possible. Being always attentive to the needs of the partner is crucial during these months because with these planets and with the support of Jupiter you can really make plans for the future as, for example, go to live, choose the date of marriage, decide to have a child.

Pisces career money spring summer 2020: deciding to be the protagonists of your life is not easy but with Jupiter sextile all this is possible for you that you are perhaps not so strong in character. So, meanwhile the working spring does not start badly but having little energy and few ideas, it would be better to continue with some professional projects that you have started in the past, avoiding to start new paths. With Venus in trine for the whole month of August but especially with Mars in your sky already between May and June, you will find the strength to resume new projects and to start again with great will and desire to realize ideas and earn a lot of money. If you have to buy a house or an apartment to go and live with the person you love then the best period is the one that precedes the summer but also the beginning of September are good for investing money. Jupiter guarantees luck in new business ventures but watch out for Saturn behind you that creates many obstacles and physical exhaustion. During the spring and winter months you have to be very concrete to get to a much more convincing autumn from an economic and professional point of view.
Collaborations that start now can last for many years.

**Pisces luck spring summer 2020**: Mars in the twelfth astrological house until mid-May is not very useful to solve any physical problem and the obstacles you will find on your way will make you lose a little confidence. Unfortunately we must wait for the passage of the planet of war and eras right on your Sun to be able to achieve some new work project but above all to return to be more optimistic and full of willpower. So May and June are months when you do not stay still but act waiting to get those opportunities that you deserve for a long time. Summer is not very tiring physically but allows you to be really cheerful and full of confidence in their qualities but be very careful to your body. You could increase your body weight because when Jupiter is in a favorable position, in your sextile case, it is very easy to have to face a serious problem due to the intake of low-nutrient food. Maybe exaggerated with alcohol, smoking or excessively fatty food. If you are thinking of doing a little or a long trip for fun and relaxation, then go with the person you love or even alone around the second half of June.

**Love**: ★★★★★

**Work and money**: ★★★★

**Luck**: ★★★★
HOROSCOPE AND FORECASTS FOR THE 12 SIGNS

FOR SPRING AND SUMMER 2020

On the site www.oroscopodioggiedomani.it you can have a lot of information on your zodiac sign, **calculate your birth chart**, subscribe to Youtube channel, read generalized horoscopes for the day of today and tomorrow, for the week and the current month and annual forecasts. Also many fun categories, games with tarot cards, with the sibyls, with the runes, with Ching, calculating numbers to play, a wide section with the interpretation of many dreams, etc... Enjoy !